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Social scale and structural complexity in human languages

Daniel Nettle*

Centre for Behaviour and Evolution and Institute of Neuroscience, Newcastle University,
Henry Welcome Building, Framlington Place, Newcastle NE2 4HH, UK

The complexity of different components of the grammars of human languages can be quantified. For example, languages vary greatly in the size of their phonological inventories, and in the degree to which they make use of inflectional morphology. Recent studies have shown that there are relationships between these types of grammatical complexity and the number of speakers a language has. Languages spoken by large populations have been found to have larger phonological inventories, but simpler morphology, than languages spoken by small populations. The results require further investigation, and, most importantly, the mechanism whereby the social context of learning and use affects the grammatical evolution of a language needs elucidation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A productive recent strategy in comparative anthropology has been to examine whether relationships that hold across species in non-human animals have analogues across populations in humans. For example, classic analyses in evolutionary biology showed that there is a strong relationship between life expectancy and age at first reproduction, across mammalian species [1]. This relationship is produced by the power of natural selection to tune life histories to prevailing ecological conditions. Recent studies have shown that there is also a strong relationship across human societies between life expectancy and age at first reproduction [2,3]. Here, the ultimate reasons for the relationship are the same as in the non-human case, but the tuning between ecological conditions and life history is brought about by the processes of behavioural plasticity and social learning, which are often referred to as cultural evolution, rather than as the selection on genes [4].

Several recent studies have uncovered the patterns of covariation between social and communicative complexity at the species level, with more complex communication systems found in species with more complex social groups (sciurids [5]; bats [6] and primates [7]). Social complexity is often proxied here by the size of social groups. This naturally raises the question of whether there is any analogous relationship across human populations. Human ethnonlinguistic communities vary enormously in scale, from isolated small bands to populations of many millions of people. Is there, then, any association between the size of a society and the complexity of its communication system?

The primary communication system of any human population is its spoken language. The idea that there might be an association of any kind between social scale and linguistic complexity has not, until recently, been pursed with much enthusiasm by linguists. There are a number of reasons for this. First, there is an important sense in which all normal human languages (i.e. languages which are the native communication system of a community of people) should be conceptualized as equally complex. Languages can be viewed as systems that allow recombination of a finite number of elements in such ways to produce an unboundedly large set of possible meanings. Given that the set of possible meanings is unbounded in all languages, it is necessarily equally large in all languages. However, the overall equality of potential messages across languages does not mean that the different means whereby messages are encoded are equally complex across all languages, as we shall see in the following text.

A second reason for the neglect of the topic is historical. Anecdotal claims concerning a relationship between the history of some particular people, and the grammar of the language they speak, are all too easy to make. Nineteenth and early-twentieth century comparative linguistics was not short of them, and their essentially unfalsifiable nature led them to be abandoned as the discipline developed. Although the study of the structure of languages, and the study of how languages are used in social context, both thrived, it became an axiom in linguistics that there was little relationship between the two. Kaye [8, p. 48] represented the mainstream view when he stated: 'there is no correlation whatever between... any aspect of linguistic structure and the environment. Studying the structure of a language reveals absolutely nothing about either the people who speak it or the physical environment in which they live'. This strictly autonomous view may have
2. SOME DIMENSIONS OF VARIATION IN LANGUAGE COMPLEXITY

Languages encode an open-ended set of meanings from a small set of basic elements by repeated composition or modification of those elements. Contrasting sound segments are combined into lexical items (for example, walk is a distinct word from talk or baulik). More complex meanings can then be produced from lexical items both by morphological processes (e.g. producing walks and walked from walk) and by syntactic ones (creating chains of items where the meaning depends on both the identity of the individual items and the order in which they are put together, such as The man went for a walk, and The walk went by the house). Although all languages use these processes with, as we have seen, the same overall result, they vary considerably in where within their structure the complexity resides.

(a) Phonological complexity versus word length

Languages vary in the number of contrasting sound segments of which they make use, from around one dozen to (depending exactly how the calculation is done) somewhere between 100 and 200 [11]. Clearly, the use of more contrasting segments makes available many more possible word-forms of a given length, and, indeed, across languages, there is a robust inverse relationship between the number of sound contrasts available in the inventory, and the average length of a word ([26–28]; figure 1a). This is one example of how paradigmatic complexity (the information carried by each unit in a string of units) is traded off against syntagmatic complexity (crudely, the number of units of which the string is made up). Thus, a language such as Vute, which has a very complex phonological inventory, needs only have a simple lexicon, in the sense that most lexical items are monosyllables, whereas a language like Hawaiian with a simple phonological inventory has relatively long, multi-syllabic words. Phonological inventory size has been quantified for a large number of languages [11], and estimated from word lists for many more [28].

(b) Morphological complexity versus phrase length

Languages differ greatly in the use they make of inflectional morphology. At one extreme are so-called isolating languages, where word forms undergo little or no morphological modification, and grammatical relations and other aspects of meaning must be conveyed by additional independent words and by word order. An example is Vietnamese, where distinctions such as plurality and tense are made by adding separate words with meanings such as ‘two’ or ‘yesterday’, rather than by any morphological modification of nouns or verbs. At the other extreme are synthetic languages, which make extensive use of inflection and other morphological operations to convey meaning distinctions. For example, in Chuckchee, a single word suffices for the meaning ‘we saw you’ [30, p. 534]:

ninêlGumuri
imperfective–2 pers. singular object-see-1 pers. plural subject

‘We saw you’
The effect of increasing morphological complexity is partly due to an increased redundancy in language [31]. For example, inflections made on nouns are often redundantly repeated on their modifiers or on verbs, or encode information predictable from word order and context. However, it is a plausible claim that the net effect of extensive morphology is to reduce the necessary length of phrases, again by increasing paradigmatic complexity in such a way as to reduce syntagmatic complexity. Juola [29] showed that there was a remarkably strong inverse relationship between the number of words taken up by the translation of the New Testament in a language, and the diversity of word-forms used in that translation (figure 1b). Morphologically complex languages have more word-forms than morphologically simpler languages, as each word can be realized in many different ways, and the consequence is that they require fewer words to convey a given amount of meaning.

Various approaches have been proposed to measuring a language’s morphological complexity. Juola created indices based on the information theory and the compressibility of texts under different conditions [29], while Nichols pioneered an index derived from the descriptive grammar of the language based on which constituents of the sentence were morphologically marked [10]. More recently, Lupyan & Dale [31] have scored a number of indices of morphological complexity for the languages of the WALS. They also provide an overall metric, which sums the number from a set of key features, such as plurality, tense, etc., that are encoded morphologically in the language rather than by a separate lexical item. I discuss this index in §3.

This section has briefly and by no means exhaustively introduced some of the key ways in which components of languages can differ quantifiably in their complexity. Quantification of such differences provides us with the possibility of testing for associations between different aspects of linguistic complexity, and social scale.

**3. COVARIATION OF LINGUISTIC PARAMETERS WITH SOCIAL SCALE**

This section reviews the associations that have recently been reported between speaker population size and different measures of linguistic complexity.

(a) **Phonological inventory size**

Hay & Bauer [32] showed for an opportunity sample of 250 languages from diverse families that there was a robust positive correlation between speaker population size and the size of the phonological inventory. Atkinson replicated this result using WALS data [15], and most recently, Wichmann et al. [28] further replicated it using word lists from over 3100 languages, close to half the known languages of the world. This has the advantage of being probably the largest comparative dataset ever studied, and also having data on mean word length, although it has limitations in terms of the type of data recorded. These limitations were partly addressed by validating a subset of the data points against the more detailed UPSID database [11]. Wichmann et al. [28] found that phonological inventory size and word length both correlated with the log speaker population size. The best estimate of effect size for the association between the log number of speakers and the size of phonological inventory was $r = 0.18$. Thus, there is a robustly non-zero but weak tendency for languages with few speakers to have few phonological contrasts and relatively long words.

(b) **Morphological complexity**

The most complete study of morphological complexity across languages is by Lupyan & Dale [31], who used the WALS dataset of over 2200 languages (although given the varying amount of data available on particular languages within WALS, the actual $n$ for particular comparisons was generally far lower). They recorded a large set of grammatical features that languages may or may not encode morphologically, including case, tense, aspect, negation, possession, person and

![Figure 1. (a) The relationship between the number of segments in the phonological inventory, and the mean length of words, for 10 languages of diverse families. Data from Nettle [19]. (b) The relationship between the number of word-forms that occur in a translation of the New Testament, and the number of word-tokens in that translation, for six languages. Data from Juola [29].](image-url)
evidentiality marking. The results were striking: across many different kinds of marker, languages spoken by fewer people are likely to be more morphologically complex. The findings are best visualized by using Lupyan & Dale’s overall index of morphological complexity, which scores how many of 18 possible distinctions within the language make use of morphological operations (the index is scored from 1 to 18 for none, to 0 for all of them). The more morphologically complex a language is, the fewer speakers it tends to have (figure 2).

These studies show that there are patterns of covariation across the world’s languages between speaker population size, and both phonological and morphological complexity. Note that the associations run in opposite directions: for phonology, languages with more speakers show greater paradigmatic, and less syntagmatic, complexity, whereas for morphology, languages with more speakers tend to have less paradigmatic complexity, and thus presumably more syntagmatic complexity.

One issue with these studies concerns whether speaker population size is indeed the causally relevant variable. Language size is generally distributed along a latitudinal gradient [33–35], and thus languages spoken by small populations are also spoken by populations occupying more tropical environments, and in countries at a lower level of economic development [36]. It is as yet untested whether some of these other factors are more causally relevant than speaker population size per se [37,38]. The weakness of the associations suggests either that the crude population size is only rather weakly correlated with the causally important factors, and/or, that language evolution is affected by many influences and a considerable amount of contingency and phylogenetic inertia.

A further limitation of these studies lies in their treatment of statistical non-independence among data points. This issue, known in anthropology as Galton’s problem [39], is essentially the same as that involved in cross-species comparisons of traits in biology. The authors of the papers reviewed earlier do take account of Galton’s problem, using simple strategies such as controlling for language family or geographical region, or taking family-level averages for the traits of interest. However, these controls do not use all of the information known about the variation in historical relatedness among the world’s languages, and are not as powerful as the phylogenetic corrections that are available in the biological literature, and that can be fruitfully applied to linguistic data [13].

The observed associations may well prove robust to more sophisticated treatment of non-independence: because the sample sizes are large, many different families are represented, and the various heuristic strategies the researchers adopt for controlling for shared history are generally statistically conservative. In this case, the most intriguing follow-up question is what mechanism could cause these patterns to emerge. Understanding the link between the micro-scale of individual behaviour (speech in this case), and the macro-scale of historically enduring shared patterns of culture (the grammars of languages in this case), is the most challenging issue in the study of cultural evolution, and indeed in anthropology more generally [4]. Section 4 reviews some of the possible mechanisms that may be relevant in this instance.

4. MECHANISMS GENERATING COVARIATION BETWEEN SOCIAL AND LINGUISTIC STRUCTURE

To clarify how associations between linguistic complexity and social scale could come about, it is first necessary to review basic ideas about the cycle of replication of languages. The grammatical structure of languages is encoded in the brains of speakers, and passed from
Each of these will affect which phonological and grammatical variants are represented and survive through each iteration of ‘generate and learn’ involved in the cycle of replication.

(a) Heterogeneity in the learning set

The first two proposed mechanisms rely on the idea that in communities where the total speaker population is small, the networks of speakers from which individuals acquire language are more restricted. In general, this is a reasonable contention. After all, small languages would not have diverged and remained separate from their neighbours if the social networks of their speakers were not somehow socially and geographically restricted [19,35]. There are two slightly distinct versions of the idea. One is that in small communities, each learner acquires language from a smaller set of individuals than they would in a larger community [32]. There is no direct evidence for this proposition, but it may be plausible, given that small languages are generally spoken in isolated subsistence communities with low levels of political organization and economic development. A variant is that individuals in small communities acquire language from the same number of models as in large communities, but their social networks are more clustered. That is, if individual A is exposed to the speech of individuals B and C, then there is a high degree of expected overlap in the speech sample to which B and C were exposed as they learned. The consequence of either of these mechanisms will be that in small communities, learners will experience less variation in the sample of utterances to which they are exposed than will learners in large communities.

Why would the degree of variation in the input systematically affect which grammatical items persist? Many morphological distinctions rely on a single segment or even sub-segmental phonological change (as in many African languages that use tonal contrasts to signal plurality). It could be that when the input to language learning is very heterogeneous, these fine distinctions are more likely to fail to be acquired, with the learner not able to discriminate the pattern among the noise. The learner would then develop a grammar lacking the morphological means to make a semantically important distinction, and would spontaneously innovate with a lexical strategy such as adding a word for ‘two’ or ‘yesterday’ to fulfil the appropriate communicative function. Thus the morphological complexity of the language would be reduced. Such a process would be an instance of the general result that has been shown using theoretical models: a greater error rate in signal transmission leads to the evolution of a smaller number of more distinct signals, but this requires chaining together of longer signal strings in order to convey the same number of meanings [41,42].

An explanation is needed of why heterogeneity in the learning set would tend to increase rather than decrease the complexity of the phonological inventory. By analogy with the morphological case, it would seem that the opposite might be true. However, there is experimental evidence that sound contrasts are more reliably acquired if multiple distinct training voices are used [43], and simulation work suggests...
that larger sets of learning models will lead to the maintenance of finer phonological distinctions [44], presumably because the effects of individual idioms are minimized, producing cleaner phonetic distributions from which the learner can adduce the phonological boundaries. Thus, it is possible that heterogeneity of learning models could account for the opposing effects of the speaker population size on phonology and morphology (see also §4c).

(b) Drift
An idea related to the previous one is that stochastic change, analogous to genetic drift, has a more severe effect in small communities than in large ones. One variant of this idea was developed for the cultural evolution of technologies by Henrich [45]. He argued that the skills underlying useful technologies, which are rather hard to develop, and are maintained by social learning once they have been developed, are more easily lost by chance in small populations of learners than in large ones. This leads to a greater likelihood of technological atrophy in small populations. Relatedly, in small communities or restricted social networks, phonological distinctions may be more likely to be lost by chance, leading to a tendency towards phonological reduction in small communities or those that have gone through population bottlenecks [15]. Why this would apply to phonological distinctions but not morphological ones is unclear.

A related idea was proposed by Nettle [21] and Trudgill [25]. By analogy with the nearly neutral theory of molecular evolution [46], Nettle argued that the turnover of linguistic change would be faster in small communities, and, relatedly, that communicatively suboptimal grammatical strategies were more likely to drift to fixation in small communities than in larger ones. Trudgill’s argument is slightly different but makes a similar prediction of disfavoured structures being more likely to persist in small communities. This leads to a greater likelihood of technological atrophy in small populations. Relatedly, in small communities or restricted social networks, phonological distinctions may be more likely to be lost by chance, leading to a tendency towards phonological reduction in small communities or those that have gone through population bottlenecks [15]. Why this would apply to phonological distinctions but not morphological ones is unclear.

A related idea was proposed by Nettle [21] and Trudgill [25]. By analogy with the nearly neutral theory of molecular evolution [46], Nettle argued that the turnover of linguistic change would be faster in small communities, and, relatedly, that communicatively suboptimal grammatical strategies were more likely to drift to fixation in small communities than in larger ones. Trudgill’s argument is slightly different but makes a similar prediction of disfavoured structures being more likely to persist in small communities. Assuming that intermediate sizes of phonological inventory, and intermediate levels of morphological complexity, represent the communicatively optimal language system, this predicts that languages spoken in small communities should be more extreme than those spoken in large ones. That is, a small language should be more likely to have a very large or very small phonological inventory, a very low or very high level of morphological complexity, with languages of large communities more likely to be in the middle. The empirical evidence thus far has not supported the proposal of a faster rate of change in smaller communities [47,48], or of small languages having more extreme levels of complexity than large languages, because the relationships between linguistic parameters and population size are linear, rather than inflected [28,31,32].

(c) Adult versus child learners
Perhaps the most compelling mechanism yet discussed involves the relative proportions of learners of a language who acquire it as adults rather than as children. Adult language learning is fundamentally different from that of children. Adult language learners find complex morphological paradigms hard to acquire, and rely extensively on transparent compositional form-meaning relationships (strategies such as using a word meaning ‘yesterday’ alongside the verb stem to mark past tense). On the other hand, adults are adept at using extralinguistic cues and context to infer meaning distinctions that are grammatically unspecified. Children acquiring their native language, by contrast, use pattern recognition strategies to eventually acquire arbitrary high levels of paradigmatic complexity and irregularity. Thus, the greater the extent to which the utterances in the community are produced by individuals who only began learning the language as adults, the greater the extent to which morphological distinctions might be expected to disappear, to be replaced with simple, regular, transparent, lexical rules or simply left grammatically unspecified.

This raises the question of why morphological complexity evolves where learners are typically children, given that languages can function effectively with essentially no inflectional morphology at all. One possibility is that paradigmatic morphology increases the overall rate of information transmission, as suggested in §2b. This would mean that using more morphological strategies allows speakers to communicate efficiently and concisely, and will thus tend to be incrementally favoured in speech wherever the simplifying consequences of adult language acquisition are not in force. Morphological operations do indeed often develop historically from separate lexical items, in a contraction process known as grammaticalization. Here, successive generations reinterpret previously separate content words as grammatical modifications of other words, often contracting them in the process. Thus, paradigmatic complexity is gained and syntagmatic complexity is lost.

An alternative possibility is that much morphology is not directly communicatively advantageous, but rather enhances the learnability of language by children [31]. It would do this by providing redundant cues for the parsing of sentences, thus aiding the process of first-language acquisition, given that children are less adept than adults at using pragmatic cues and context to fill in speaker meaning in the absence of grammatical specification. At the margin, then, a slightly more morphologically inflected form would be more likely to be acquired by a generation of children than a slightly less morphologically inflected one, even though the additional inflection might be redundant from the perspective of adult communication. Lupyan & Dale [31] do indeed show, by analysing translations of a standard text into over 100 languages, that languages with more speakers (and hence, by inference, a higher proportion of adult learners) contain more redundancy.

The adult/child learner mechanism is probably the best supported of the various possible mechanisms discussed here. First, it is reasonable to assume that the more widespread a language, the more likely it is to be used by adult learners, for example because it is a regional or national lingua franca, although systematic data on this relationship have not been presented. Languages with larger speaker populations also overlap and adjoin more other languages, leading to the potential for adult learning and use [31]. One obvious hypothesis is that languages that have large populations
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but no adult learners—for example, because the population is that of an isolated island—should look like small languages in terms of their complexity. The corollary is that languages that are small but for some exceptional reason spoken by a large proportion of adult learners should look grammatically like large languages. These hypotheses are clearly testable.

A second argument for the importance of the adult/child learner mechanism is that there is plenty of qualitative historical evidence for the effect of adult learning on the development of languages [24]. In particular, creolization, the process by which a novel language develops via a bottleneck during which no speakers are speaking the language they acquired as a child, involves radical morphological simplification [22,49]. Creole languages are highly isolating and have very transparent form-meaning mappings.

An unsolved question, however, is how the adult/child learner mechanism relates to the increased phonological complexity of the languages of large communities. Again, one might suppose that extensive adult learning would lead to the loss of unfamiliar phonological distinctions, rather than their gain, and thus to smaller rather than larger inventories. One possible solution might be via word length. Isolating languages may require more word-tokens to convey a given amount of information than do synthetic ones (figure 1b). Speakers may thus seek to make speech strings more economical in other ways. This would be facilitated by any process whereby the set of paradigmatic phonological options increases, allowing words to be truncated (for example, the replacement of word-final nasals with distinctions of nasality on the preceding vowels). Thus, short words and large inventories might stem from compensatory strategies speakers use in morphologically simple languages. Some aspects of this could easily be tested. The associations between the morphological typology of a language and its phonological inventory have not been investigated to date, although this would be eminently possible in the WALS.

5. CONCLUSION

The evidence reviewed in this paper shows that there are correlations between social scale (as measured by speaker population size), and different types of complexity in human languages. Languages of small communities tend to have smaller phonological inventories, longer words and greater morphological complexity than languages spoken in larger communities. The results need more sophisticated multivariate methods [13,14] and a focus on the role of social transmission in the emergence and persistence of linguistic structure [17,18]. This can be studied both theoretically and in silico [17,44,53,54], and, increasingly, experimentally in the laboratory [50]. These new directions in the study of language mean that our understanding of how social context relates to grammatical complexity in human language may be much further advanced in 10 years hence than it was 10 years ago.
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